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Abstract
In the paper, the computational complexity of several variants of the problem of isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization, is
analyzed. The isothermic sequencing is a recent method, in which isothermic oligonucleotide libraries are used during the hybridiza-
tion with an unknown DNA fragment. The variants of the isothermic DNA sequencing problem with errors in the hybridization data,
negative ones or positive ones, are proved to be strongly NP-hard. On the other hand, the polynomial time algorithm for the ideal
case with no errors is proposed.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The DNA sequencing by hybridization (SBH) is a basic problem in one of the approaches leading to a reconstruction of
DNA chains. It consists in determining a sequence of nucleotides of an unknown DNA fragment [3,24,31,13,14,2,5,20,
27,28,15,19,30,34] (see also an excellent overview of this subject in a recent book [26]). Its input data come from a
biochemical hybridization experiment, and they can be viewed as a set (called spectrum) of words (oligonucleotides)
over the alphabet {A, C, G, T}, being short subsequences of the studied DNA fragment. The aim is to reconstruct the
original DNA sequence of a known length on the basis of these overlapping words.
In the standard approach to the DNA sequencing by hybridization, the oligonucleotide library used in the hybridization
experiment contains all possible oligonucleotides of a given constant length (cf. [1,6,18,29,33]). The spectrum being
output of the experiment is a subset of the library, i.e. the set of words of equal length composing the original sequence.
For the standard DNA sequencing, the computational complexity of several variants of the problem is already known.
The variant with no errors in the spectrum is polynomially solvable [25], while the variants assuming presence of
errors in the data (negative ones, positive ones, or both) are all strongly NP-hard [11]. The present work concerns the
computational complexity of several variants of the isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization.
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In the isothermic version of the DNA sequencing, the hybridization experiment is performed with isothermic oligonu-
cleotide libraries, which contain oligonucleotides of equal “temperatures” (in fact, melting temperatures of oligonu-
cleotide duplexes), but different lengths. The isothermic approach is a novel method [7–9], in which oligonucleotides
contained in an isothermic library should form duplexes with their complements (after a hybridization) in a more narrow
range of experimental conditions (temperature, salt concentration etc.) than that characteristic for an oligonucleotide
library with oligomers of the same length. Therefore, the hybridization experiments performed with isothermic libraries
should result in a smaller number of experimental errors. The use of such libraries should substantially limit a number
of these errors to be considered in the computational phase of the SBH approach. On the other hand, this approach may
also avoid some repetitions, being a serious drawback of the standard approach (cf. Example 1).
To better describe the problem we recall the following deﬁnition and basic properties of the hybridization process.
Deﬁnition 1 (Blazewicz et al. [9]). An isothermic oligonucleotide library L of temperature TL is a library of all
oligonucleotides satisfying the relations
wAxA + wCxC + wGxG + wTxT =TL,
wA = wT,
wC = wG,
and 2wA = wC,
where wA, wC, wG, and wT are increments of nucleotides A, C, G, and T, respectively, and xA, xC, xG, and xT denote
numbers of these nucleotides in the oligonucleotide. It is assumed that wA =wT = 2 degrees and wC =wG = 4 degrees
[32].
Claim 1 (Blazewicz et al. [9]). One isothermic library is not sufﬁcient to cover all DNA sequences.
As the example for the above claim we can give any sequence of the type [CG]+ (e.g. CCGCGGG), which is not
possible to be covered by oligonucleotides from a library of a temperature not divisible by 4. On the other side, a library
of a temperature divisible by 4 does not cover any sequence of the type [CG]+[AT][CG]+ (e.g. CCCACGG).
Claim 2 (Blazewicz et al. [9]). It is always possible to cover any DNA sequence by probes coming from two isothermic
libraries of temperatures differing by 2 degrees. Moreover, this coverage is such that in the sequence two consecutive
oligonucleotides (from the libraries) have starting points shifted by at most one position.
The reconstruction is complicated by the presence of errors within the spectrum, coming from the hybridization
experiment. We distinguish two types of the errors: negative ones, i.e. missing words in the spectrum (the words which
are parts of the original sequence but are not present in the set), and positive ones, i.e. additional words in the spectrum
(the words which are not parts of the original sequence but are present in the set). The repetitions of oligonucleotides
in the original sequence are treated as negative errors, because the experiment cannot count the number of occurrences
of oligonucleotides, it only checks their presence. Of course, we do not have information which words are missing or
erroneous within the set.
Example 1 illustrates the difference between two SBH approaches: using the standard and isothermic libraries,
respectively. We see, that the usage of isothermic libraries enables one to avoid some negative errors coming from
repetitions.
Example 1. Let our sequence to be reconstructed beAAATGTAAA. This will result in one negative error (AAA), since
repeated oligonucleotides cannot be measured twice in the hybridization experiment. Additionally, let us assume that a
positive error (GTT) appeared. Thus, our spectrum will now have the form {AAA,AAT,ATG, GTA, GTT,TAA,TGT}.
The reconstruction phase is shown in Fig. 1.
The cardinality of the standard library used in this example is 43 = 64 oligonucleotides. The closest (from the cardi-
nality point of view) is to perform the hybridization experiment with two isothermic libraries of melting temperatures
equal to, respectively, 6 and 8 degrees. Their cardinalities are: card(6) = 16 and card(8) = 44. We see, that the total
cardinality of these two libraries is smaller than that of the standard library used above. Now, in the new experiment the
obtained spectrum will be as follows: {AAA,AAAT,AAT,ATG, GT, GTA, GTT,TAA,TAAA,TG,TGT}. As before,
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Fig. 1. The erroneous spectrum results in a partial reconstruction of the unknown sequence.
the reconstructed sequence
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ordered oligonucleotides
Fig. 2. Isothermic libraries allow for an errorless reconstruction of the sequence with repetitions given in Fig. 1.
we added one positive error — GTT, while AAA appeared only once, but this time this fact will not have an inﬂuence
on the reconstructed sequence (see Fig. 2). Basing on Claim 2, we could even omit (in the reconstruction phase) some
oligonucleotides (TAA, GT, TG), which were fully contained in longer ones, their beginning not being shifted to the
right with respect to the latter.
Example 1 illustrates well the good feature of the analyzed isothermic libraries, i.e., their ability to avoid some short
repetitions which standard libraries cannot. What is more, this new method improves also biochemical conditions in
which the hybridization experiment takes place, thus, reducing a number of experimental errors. On the other hand, long
repetitions (longer than the oligonucleotides in the library used) will still cause a problem for a proper reconstruction of
the original sequence in practice. At this point let us also mention that the formula deﬁning the isothermic library can
be also more complicated, reﬂecting better a structure of a hybridized sequence (cf. [12]), but this context dependent
measure will be much more complicated to handle mathematically.
As we mentioned, the present paper is devoted to the complexity analysis of the computational phase of the sequencing
by hybridization with isothermic libraries.While the problems with different types of errors occurring in the spectrum are
NP-hard in the strong sense, the ideal case involving no errors is polynomially solvable. This last result is quite surprising,
provided the complicated nature of the outcome of the biochemical experiment proposed and the resulting overlaps.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains proofs of strong NP-hardness of isothermic DNA
sequencing problem with negative errors or with positive ones. In Section 3 a polynomial time algorithm for isothermic
DNA sequencing without errors in the hybridization data, is proposed. We conclude in Section 4.
2. Isothermic DNA sequencing with errors
The general problem of isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization, assuming both types of error in the instance,
negative and positive ones, has been proved to be strongly NP-hard in [9]. Note, that in this case both versions of the
problem, i.e. the decision and the search one, respectively, are NP-hard. In this section, we prove that the isothermic
sequencing problems with errors of one type, only negative ones or only positive ones, are also strongly NP-hard, but
only in their search versions.
Considering decision versions of the subproblems assuming errors of only one type, nisd (assuming only negative
errors) andpisd (assuming only positive errors, see the following subsections), one has the additional information not
present in the decision formulation of the general isothermic DNA sequencing problem. It is the knowledge that for the
instances deﬁned for these subproblems at least one solution always exists. The spectrum with only negative errors is
— by the deﬁnition — a subset of the ideal multispectrum for an original sequence. Such a multispectrum is a multiset
containing all members of two oligonucleotide libraries of temperaturesT andT+2, which can be distinguished in an
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original sequence (of the known length n). It is obvious, that all oligonucleotides from the ideal multispectrum always
build some sequence of length n. Similarly, all oligonucleotides from the spectrum with only negative errors always
can be included in some sequence of length n. In the case of only positive errors, the ideal spectrum for an original
sequence is always a subset of the spectrum from the instance, the ideal spectrum being a set deﬁned analogously to the
ideal multispectrum. (Note, that the ideal spectrum does not exist for sequences with repetitions of oligonucleotides of
temperatureT orT+2; in such case we can consider the ideal multispectrum.) Having the ideal spectrum, it is always
possible to construct some sequence of length n with all its oligonucleotides of temperatureT orT + 2 present in
the ideal spectrum, and the oligonucleotides will be unique within the sequence. The original sequence is the example
of a possible solution. In the analyzed problem we do not have to use all oligonucleotides from the spectrum during a
construction of the sequence, hence a solution for the problem always exists.
Therefore, the two decision problems nisd and pisd are trivially solvable. However, the time complexity of their
search counterparts niss and piss (see the following subsections), cannot be bounded by a polynomial function. To
study the computational complexities of the two problems in search versions, two additional decision quasi-sequencing
problems niqd and piqd must be introduced. In the quasi-sequencing problems an arbitrary set of oligonucleotides
of temperaturesT orT + 2 is assumed to be the spectrum (no information about errors is known), thus the answer
to the problems is not always “yes”. The approach applied here has been previously used in [11], where strong NP-
hardness of DNA sequencing problems with erroneous data has been proved for standard oligonucleotide libraries
(with a constant length of oligonucleotides). In fact, a similar approach has been applied in [21], Hamiltonian circuit
being one of the examples. As it has been stated there, even if we knew a graph contains a Hamiltonian circuit, we
could not ﬁnd it in polynomial time unless P = NP. For “if we had such an algorithm A, we could use it to tell in
polynomial time whether an arbitrary graph G has a Hamiltonian circuit. Let p be the polynomial that bounds A’s
running time on graphs with Hamiltonian circuits. Apply A to G. If G has a Hamiltonian circuit, A will ﬁnd one in time
p(|G|). If G does not have such a circuit, then after p(|G|) steps A could not have found one, and we will know that
none exists”.
2.1. Negative errors
The isothermic DNA sequencing problem in the case of only negative errors (i.e. there is no false information in the
spectrum, but some information is missing) is formulated below in search and decision versions.
Problem 1. Isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization with only negative errors niss — search version.
Instance: Set S (spectrum) of oligonucleotides, each of them of temperature T or T + 2, length n of an original
sequence, where S ⊆ S′′ and S′′ is the ideal multispectrum for this sequence.
Answer: A sequence of length n containing all elements of S.
Problem 2. Isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization with only negative errors nisd — decision version.
Instance: Set S (spectrum) of oligonucleotides, each of them of temperature T or T + 2, length n of an original
sequence, where S ⊆ S′′ and S′′ is the ideal multispectrum for this sequence.
Question: Is there a sequence of length n containing all elements of S?
We see that Dnisd = Ynisd , where Dnisd is the set of all instances of nisd and Ynisd is the set of all instances of
nisd with the answer “yes”. Thus, the complexity of the above problem is trivially polynomial. However, its search
counterpart niss is not easily solvable. To prove its strong NP-hardness, the following quasi-sequencing problem is
introduced.
Problem 3. Negative isothermic quasi-sequencing niqd — decision version.
Instance: Set S (spectrum) of oligonucleotides, each of them of temperature T or T + 2, length n of an original
sequence.
Question: Is there a sequence of length n containing all elements of S?
The two problemsnisd andniqd have the same sets of instances with the positive answer: Ynisd =Yniqd , because
any instance of niqd resulting in the required sequence belongs to Dnisd . However, problem niqd is much more
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complicated because it contains also instances with the negative answer (Dnisd ⊂ Dniqd ). In fact, this problem is
strongly NP-complete.
Lemma 1. Negative isothermic quasi-sequencing problem niqd is strongly NP-complete.
Proof. The proof is done by a polynomial transformation from the strongly NP-complete problem directed Hamiltonian
path between two vertices [17] and uses some ideas presented in [16]. Given an instance of the problem, a 1-digraph
G= (V ,A) (i.e. a digraph with set A of arcs not being a multiset) with two speciﬁed vertices s and t, the corresponding
instance of niqd is constructed as follows:
• To every vertex v ∈ V assign two unique labels ev and ev of length x = log2(2|V | + 1) over the alphabet {A,
T}. Create the additional unique label e#.
• Let Rv ={w0, . . . , wOUT(v)−1} be a set of successors of v. Create for every vertex v ∈ V \{t} a subset of spectrum
elements of the form {ev · C · ewi · C · ev · C|wi ∈ Rv} ∪ {ewi · C · ev · C · ewi⊕1 · C|wi ∈ Rv} (where “⊕” means
addition mod OUT(v), “·” is the symbol of concatenation and “C” is the nucleotide).
• Add to the spectrum the subset {ev · C · e# · C · ev · C|v ∈ V \{s}} and the element e# · C · e# · C · es · C.
• Denote by A′ the set A without arcs leaving vertex t.
There exists a Hamiltonian path from s to t in graph G iff there exists a sequence of length (x + 1)(2|A′| + 3|V |),
including all elements of the spectrum.
Let us assume, that a Hamiltonian path from s to t in graph G exists. Then the solution for problemniqd should be
constructed in the following way. As the beginning of the sequence oligonucleotide e# · C · e# · C · es · C is taken. Next,
the sequence of all oligonucleotides corresponding to arcs leaving s is added to the ﬁrst oligonucleotide, with maximal
possible overlap (i.e.x+1). These are the oligonucleotides {es ·C·ewi ·C·es ·C|wi ∈ Rs}∪{ewi ·C·es ·C·ewi⊕1 ·C|wi ∈ Rs},
and they should be ordered in such way, that the ﬁrst label appearing in the corresponding sequence is es , the last label
is ev , where v is the second vertex in the Hamiltonian path, and that successive oligonucleotides overlap on 2(x + 1)
nucleotides. To the created part of the solution, oligonucleotide ev · C · e# · C · ev · C is added, with maximal possible
overlap (i.e. x + 1). The next parts of the solution are created analogously, and the solution ends with oligonucleotide
et · C · e# · C · et · C. In this way all oligonucleotides from the spectrum have been included into the resulting sequence,
and it can be easily checked that its length is equal to (x + 1)(2|A′| + 3|V |).
Now, we assume that a sequence of length (x + 1)(2|A′| + 3|V |) exists and that it includes all elements of the
spectrum. If oligonucleotide e# · C · e# · C · es · C is assumed to be the ﬁrst in the sequence, and it is assumed that
all remaining oligonucleotides overlap on maximal number of nucleotides from their left side (i.e. on 2(x + 1) nu-
cleotides for 2|A′| − |V | + 1 oligonucleotides and on x + 1 nucleotides for remaining 2(|V | − 1) oligonucleotides —
it follows from their structure), then the resulting sequence will have length 3(x + 1) + (2|A′| − |V | + 1)(x + 1) +
2(|V | − 1)2(x + 1) = (x + 1)(2|A′| + 3|V |). If oligonucleotide e# · C · e# · C · es · C was not placed at the beginning,
the length of the sequence would be greater. Joining the oligonucleotides on the assumed maximal possible overlap
leads to the following partial orders. All oligonucleotides corresponding to arcs (i.e. the ones created according to the
second item of the transformation) leaving the same vertex must be successive in the sequence. The subsequences
created in this way must be joined by oligonucleotides corresponding to vertices (i.e. the ones created according to
the third item). In order to attach one oligonucleotide corresponding to a vertex, to the left side of a subsequence and
one another to the right side of the subsequence, the subset of arcs being source of the subsequence must include
the arc from the “left” vertex to the “right” one. The whole sequence must end with the oligonucleotide correspond-
ing to vertex t since nothing can leave this oligonucleotide with non-zero overlap. Therefore, the order of oligonu-
cleotides corresponding to vertices within the sequence is equivalent to the order of the vertices within the Hamiltonian
path. 
The transformation of an instance of directed Hamiltonian path between two vertices problem to an instance of
negative isothermic quasi-sequencing problemniqd, described in the proof of Lemma 1, is illustrated by the following
example.
Example 2. A 1-digraph G = (V ,A) being an instance of the Hamiltonian path problem from s to t is given in Fig. 3.
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2
s
t
1
Fig. 3. The example graph G = (V ,A) with two speciﬁed vertices s and t.
Now we apply the transformation from Lemma 1 to this graph. First, we assign labels over the alphabet {A, T} to
all its vertices, plus one extra. Because there are four vertices, the length of the labels is equal to log2(2 · 4 + 1) = 4.
The example labels are: es = AAAA, es = AAAT, e1 = AATA, e1 = AATT, e2 = ATAA, e2 = ATAT, et = ATTA,
et = ATTT, e# = TAAA. The second step is to build the spectrum of the following form: {{AAATCAATACAAATC,
AATACAAATCATAAC, AAATCATAACAAATC, ATAACAAATCAATAC, AATTCATAACAATTC,ATAACAATT-
CATTAC, AATTCATTACAATTC, ATTACAATTCATAAC, ATATCATTACATATC, ATTACATATCATTAC}. Finally,
we add to the spectrum the following subset: {AATACTAAACAATTC, ATAACTAAACATATC, ATTACTAAACAT-
TTC,TAAACTAAACAAATC}. As one can see, all oligonucleotides have the same corresponding temperature. There
is only one sequence of length (4 + 1)(2 · 5 + 3 · 4) = 110 nucleotides, which includes all elements of the spectrum.
It is TAAACTAAACAAATCAATACAAATCATAACAAATCAATACTAAACAATTCATAACAATTCATTACAATT-
CATAACTAAACATATCATTACATATCATTACTAAACATTTC. This sequence is equivalent to the Hamiltonian path
s → 1 → 2 → t in graph G. The order of the vertices in the Hamiltonian path can be read over from the sequence
by checking what labels follow e#. In this example we see the following sequence of such labels: es , e1, e2, and et ,
corresponding to the above path.
Theorem 1. Isothermic DNA sequencing problem assuming only negative errors niss (search version) is strongly
NP-hard.
Proof. Proving strong NP-completeness of problemniqd (Lemma 1) directly leads to proving strong NP-hardness of
the corresponding isothermic sequencing problem with only negative errorsniss. For, if we had an algorithm solving
niss in polynomial time, we could use it to solve problem niqd in polynomial time in the following way. We could
apply the algorithm to the instance ofniqd, and after a number of steps bounded by the polynomial function known for
the algorithm we could have the answer for niqd. Either the algorithm would ﬁnd the solution and the answer would
be “yes”, or the algorithm would not ﬁnd one and the answer would be “no”. As pointed out earlier, a similar reasoning
has been used in [21], where the problem of looking for a Hamiltonian circuit in a graph has been considered. 
2.2. Positive errors
In this subsection a restricted isothermic DNA sequencing problem, assuming only positive errors in the spectrum,
will be considered. As in the previous case we deﬁne its search and decision versions.
Problem 4. Isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization with only positive errors piss — search version.
Instance: Set S (spectrum) of oligonucleotides, each of them of temperature T or T + 2, length n of an original
sequence, where S′ ⊆ S and S′ is the ideal spectrum for this sequence.
Answer: A sequence of length n such that all oligonucleotides of temperaturesT orT+2 appearing in this sequence
are elements of S, and each of them occurs exactly once in this sequence.
Problem 5. Isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization with only positive errors pisd — decision version.
Instance: Set S (spectrum) of oligonucleotides, each of them of temperature T or T + 2, length n of an original
sequence, where S′ ⊆ S and S′ is the ideal spectrum for this sequence.
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Question: Is there a sequence of length n such, that all oligonucleotides of temperaturesT orT + 2 appearing in
this sequence are elements of S, and each of them occurs exactly once in this sequence?
Once again Dpisd = Ypisd , and the above problem is easily solvable. In order to prove strong NP-hardness of its
search counterpart piss, the new quasi-sequencing problem piqd must be deﬁned.
Problem 6. Positive isothermic quasi-sequencing piqd — decision version.
Instance: Set S (spectrum) of oligonucleotides, each of them of temperature T or T + 2, length n of an original
sequence.
Question: Is there a sequence of length n such, that all oligonucleotides of temperaturesT orT + 2 appearing in
this sequence are elements of S, and each of them occurs exactly once in this sequence?
Similarly, Ypisd = Ypiqd and Dpisd ⊂ Dpiqd . Below we prove that problem piqd is strongly NP-complete.
Lemma 2. Positive isothermic quasi-sequencing problem piqd is strongly NP-complete.
Proof. The proof is done by a polynomial transformation from the mentioned above problem directed Hamiltonian
path between two vertices. Given an instance of the problem, a 1-digraph G= (V ,A) with two speciﬁed vertices s and
t, the corresponding instance of piqd is constructed as follows:
• Add two vertices s′ and t ′, and two arcs (s′, s) and (t, t ′) to graph G, name the new graph G′ = (V ′, A′).
• To every vertex v ∈ V ′ assign a unique label ev of length x = log2|V ′| over the alphabet {A, T}.
• Create for every vertex v ∈ V ′ a spectrum element of the form ev · C · ev · G (where “·” is the symbol of
concatenation and “C” or “G” is the nucleotide). Let the temperature corresponding to these elements be denoted
byT.
• To every arc (u, v) ∈ A′, introduce to the spectrum all oligonucleotides of temperatureT orT + 2 which are
included in the sequence eu ·C · eu ·G · ev ·C · ev ·G and which are not yet included in the spectrum (the spectrum
must remain a set).
There exists a Hamiltonian path from s to t in graph G iff there exists a sequence of length 2|V ′|(x + 1) such that all
oligonucleotides of temperaturesT orT + 2 appearing in this sequence are elements of the spectrum, and each of
them occurs exactly once in this sequence.
First, we assume that the Hamiltonian path from s to t exists in graph G. Then, the sequence of length 2|V ′|(x+1) can
be easily created. We start the construction by taking the oligonucleotide corresponding to vertex s′, next we concatenate
to the right side of the existing part of the sequence all oligonucleotides corresponding to vertices from V, in order as
in the Hamiltonian path, and ﬁnally we concatenate the oligonucleotide corresponding to vertex t ′. Obviously, because
all the arcs joining successive vertices in the order exists in graph G′, all oligonucleotides of temperaturesT orT+ 2
appearing in this sequence are elements of the spectrum. Moreover, because all used oligonucleotides contain at least
one unique label of a vertex, which allows to place them in the sequence at unique positions, we have the certainty that
they occur exactly once in this sequence.
Now, we assume that the sequence of length 2|V ′|(x + 1) exists, and that all oligonucleotides of temperaturesT
orT+ 2 appearing in this sequence are elements of the spectrum, and additionally each of them occurs exactly once
in this sequence. The structure of spectrum elements allows to build longer fragments of the sequence only if they
correspond to arcs from graph G′. In other cases the condition that all oligonucleotides possible to distinguish in the
sequence are present in the spectrum, is not satisﬁed. Thus, the existing sequence corresponds to a path in graph G′.
Because its length is 2|V ′|(x + 1), the corresponding path includes |V ′| vertices. The vertices cannot be duplicated in
the path, because their corresponding oligonucleotides cannot be duplicated within the sequence. Therefore, the path
is a Hamiltonian path. Moreover, both vertices s′ and t ′ can be joined with others only in one possible way: s′ begins
the path, and its immediate successor is s, t ′ ends the path, and its immediate predecessor is t. After removing vertices
s′ and t ′ from the path, we have the Hamiltonian path from s to t in graph G. 
The transformation described in the proof of Lemma 2 is illustrated by Example 3.
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Example 3. Let us use once again the graph from Fig. 3, presenting an instance of directed Hamiltonian path problem
from s to t. The transformation from Lemma 2 applied to this graph produces the following data. Six unique vertex
labels of length log2 6 = 3 are created: es′ = AAA, es = AAT, e1 = ATA, e2 = ATT, et = TAA, et ′ = TAT. We build
one oligonucleotide for each vertex from V ′: {AAACAAAG, AATCAATG, ATACATAG, ATTCATTG, TAACTAAG,
TATCTATG}. Next, we add to the spectrum a series of oligonucleotides corresponding to arcs from A′. The subset of
oligonucleotides of temperature 20 or 22 degrees created for example arc (1, 2) has the following form: {ATACATAG,
ATACATAGA, TACATAGA, TACATAGAT, ACATAGAT, ACATAGATT, CATAGATT, ATAGATTC, ATAGATTCA,
TAGATTCA, TAGATTCAT, AGATTCAT, AGATTCATT, GATTCATT, ATTCATTG}. Because the spectrum is a set,
no oligonucleotide is present there more than once. The unique sequence of length 48 nucleotides being the answer
for piqd is AAACAAAGAATCAATGATACATAGATTCATTGTAACTAAGTATCTATG, and it corresponds to the
Hamiltonian path s → 1 → 2 → t in graph G (the order of oligonucleotides corresponding to vertices determines the
order of the vertices in G′, so in G).
Theorem 2. Isothermic DNA sequencing problem assuming only positive errors piss (search version) is strongly
NP-hard.
Proof. As in the case of negative errors (cf. Theorem 1), proving strong NP-completeness of problem piqd (Lemma
2) directly leads to proving strong NP-hardness of the corresponding isothermic sequencing problem with only positive
errors piss. For, if we had an algorithm solving piss in polynomial time, we could use it to solve problem piqd in
polynomial time, similarly as before. 
3. Isothermic DNA sequencing without errors
The problem of isothermic DNA sequencing without any errors in the hybridization data is formulated below as the
search one.
Problem 7. Isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization without errors iss — search version.
Instance: Set S′ (the ideal spectrum) of oligonucleotides, each of them of temperatureT orT+ 2.
Answer: A sequence containing all elements of S′ exactly once as subsequences and such that all oligonucleotides
of temperaturesT orT+ 2 appearing in this sequence are elements of S′.
As in the cases of negative or positive errors, the decision version of the above problem always has the answer “yes”
(see the beginning of Section 2 for explanation). However, its search counterpart is not so trivially solvable. Below we
propose an exact, polynomial time algorithm solving problem iss.
The algorithm constructs a directed graph based on the spectrum, and after some transformations it searches for a
path corresponding to a DNA sequence. Without loss of generality we can assume, that we know the ﬁrst and the last
oligonucleotide in the solution. (This knowledge can be provided by additional biochemical experiments. On the other
hand, if we did not know the ﬁrst and the last oligonucleotides we could repeat the presented algorithm |S′|2 times,
assuming each time a different pair of oligonucleotides playing these roles, and choosing the feasible solution.)
The algorithm for isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization without errors
(1) Create for every oligonucleotide oi from the spectrum a vertex vi of graph G.
(2) Introduce arcs to graph G according to the following rules (∀i, j ):
(a) if oi contains oj moved to its left end, then add the arc from vj to vi and prohibit all other arcs entering vi or
leaving vj ;
(b) if oi contains oj moved to its right end, then add the arc from vi to vj and prohibit all other arcs leaving vi
or entering vj ;
(c) if oi and oj have equal length and they overlap with shift by one letter (oi is ﬁrst), then add the arc from vi
to vj on condition the overlap does not produce negative errors.
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Fig. 4. The removal of excess arcs. The above subgraphs can be recognized in the whole graph only if there are no other arcs leaving the vertices
on the left or entering the vertices on the right. The subgraphs contain some arcs (the dash ones), which for sure will not be used in the solution.
Traversing these arcs, one makes impossible to collect all oligonucleotides from the spectrum. If graph G from the algorithm contains some of the
above subgraphs (in the mentioned sense of arc completeness), the dash arcs must be removed. After that, the above subgraphs become line graphs.
2◦ and 4◦ stand for a nucleotide of the increment 2 or 4 degrees, respectively; stands for a string of nucleotides of temperature .
Fig. 5. The addition of temporary arcs. After the removal of excess arcs (cf. Fig. 4), the only obstacle on the way to make whole graph G a line graph
could be the subgraph from the left side. If this subgraph is a part of graph G from the algorithm (in the sense of arc completeness, cf. caption to
Fig. 4), we add the temporary arc from 2◦ to 2◦. After the transformation of the line graph to its original graph H (step (5) of the algorithm),
the left subgraph enlarged by the temporary arc becomes the right subgraph. Now, the transition from 2◦ to 2◦ (the dotted one) must be
forbidden during the searching for an Eulerian path in the new graph H.
(3) Remove from graph G all arcs entering the vertex corresponding to the ﬁrst oligonucleotide in the solution, and
all arcs leaving the vertex corresponding to the last oligonucleotide in the solution.
(4) In order to make graph G a line graph, remove from the graph some excess arcs according to the rules shown in
Fig. 4 , and add to the graph some temporary arcs according to the rules shown in Fig. 5.
(5) Transform the line graph G to its original graph H. Now the oligonucleotides correspond to arcs in the new graph.
(6) Use the modiﬁed algorithm searching for an Eulerian path in graph H (i.e. accepting the exception from Fig. 5).
The order of arcs in the path corresponds to the order of oligonucleotides in a DNA sequence being the solution
of the problem.
Steps (5) and (6) require an additional comment. The transformation of a line graph to its original graph can be
done in polynomial time, e.g. by the propagation algorithm proposed in [10] (cf. also [4]). The algorithm searching
for an Eulerian path in a directed graph can be done in O(n2) time [23]. The modiﬁcation mentioned does not affect
its polynomial time complexity, and it is a simple rule of choosing the successor of a vertex (instead of choosing ﬁrst
available one in the standard approach). The rule concerns only the vertices like the one in the middle of the right
subgraph from Fig. 5. We must forbid the transition from 2◦ to 2◦, what is always possible. If we reach the
vertex by one of the arcs 4◦ , and the arc 2◦ is not yet traversed, we choose it as the next one in the path. If the
vertex is reached by the arc 2◦ , we choose this of the arcs 4◦, which is not yet traversed.
For the sake of completeness, we repeat here the proof of the correctness of the algorithm from [22]. The algorithm
is correct if the following propositions are true.
Proposition 1. The solution contains every oligonucleotide from the spectrum exactly once.
Proposition 2. All admissible connections between oligonucleotides are present in the graph.
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Proposition 3. All connections generating negative errors are forbidden.
The correctness of Proposition 1 follows from the deﬁnition of graph G and from the equivalence of the problems
of searching for the Hamiltonian path in a line digraph and searching for the Eulerian path in its original graph [10].
In the ﬁrst proof of the following ones it will be shown, that graph G is a line digraph. Propositions 2 and 3 have been
considered in the second proof.
Proof (Propositions 1). A digraph is a line graph if and only if for any pair of its vertices, their sets of successors are
either the same or disjoint, and moreover its original graph is a 1-graph [10]. Simple paths created by two ﬁrst rules
from step (2) of the algorithm always satisfy the above condition. However, arcs added by third rule of step (2) can
produce some incompatibility, removed as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. All other bipartite subgraphs either satisfy the above
condition on sharing sets of successors or are not possible to build by the third rule when we assume no error within
the data of the problem. A combination of the subgraphs into a greater structure does not affect the satisﬁability of this
condition. And because the spectrum is a set and no oligonucleotide is duplicated, the original graph of G must be a
1-graph and therefore graph G is a line digraph. 
Proof (Propositions 2 and 3). On the basis of Claim 2, the analysis of connections between oligonucleotides from the
spectrum is restricted to the shifts of oligonucleotides by at most one position. Any other connections would produce
negative errors. All possible cases of joining a pair of oligonucleotides are listed below. (Oligonucleotides correspond
to vertices in digraph G.)
(1) Left oligonucleotide L is shorter than the right one R.
(a) Shift = 0.
L
R
Here L always has temperatureT, R — temperatureT+ 2, and R is always one nucleotide longer than L. L
is contained in R and in order to avoid negative errors in the solution, L must immediately precede R within
the solution. Thus, we introduce the arc from L to R and forbid the possibility of leaving L or entering R in
any other way.
(b) Shift = 1.
L
R
(i) L and R have the same temperatureT. Then, the ﬁrst nucleotide of L must have 4 degree and R must stand
out two nucleotides (each of 2 degree) to the right. Such connection must be forbidden, because it would
create an oligonucleotide of temperatureT+ 2 being a negative error (it would start at the ﬁrst position of
L and it would end at the last but one position of R). Either the created oligonucleotide would not be present
in the spectrum, or it would be present, but this case is solved in item 1a and here it would cause a repetition
of the oligonucleotide within the solution.
(ii) L and R have the same temperatureT+2. Then again the ﬁrst nucleotide of L must have 4 degree and R must
stand out two nucleotides to the right. It would generate a negative error of temperatureT, from the second
position of L to the last but one position of R, and this connection must be also forbidden. Either the created
oligonucleotide would not be in the spectrum, or it would be and this case should be solved as in item 1a.
(iii) L has temperatureT, R — temperatureT+2. This connection also must be forbidden. If the ﬁrst nucleotide
of L would have 2 degree, R would stand out two nucleotides (each of 2 degree) to the right. This must be
disabled, because it would create a negative error of temperatureT (cf. item 1b(ii)). If the ﬁrst nucleotide
of L would have 4 degree, R would stand out two or three nucleotides to the right, according to one of the
following scheme: 4◦2◦, 2◦4◦ or 2◦2◦2◦. All these schemes would generate negative errors of temperatures,
respectivelyT,T+ 2 and both.
(iv) L has temperatureT+ 2, R — temperatureT. This case does not exist.
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(2) Both oligonucleotides L and R have the same length.
(a) Shift = 0.
L
R
This case does not exist for a pair of oligonucleotides, the spectrum does not contain two identical oligonu-
cleotides. On the other side, we admit the loop for an oligonucleotide composed of one kind of nucleotides
(e.g. CCCCCC), see item 2b.
(b) Shift = 1.
L
R
Every such pair of oligonucleotides should be joined by the arc from L to R on the condition it will not create
negative errors, i.e. the common part of L and R does not have temperatureT and the whole contig does not
have temperatureT+ 2. We admit also the loop for an oligonucleotide composed of one kind of nucleotides
(i.e. standing simultaneously for L and R) — it is not signiﬁcant for searching for a Hamiltonian path in graph
G, but it contributes to making graph G a line graph.
(3) Left oligonucleotide L is longer than the right one R.
(a) Shift = 0.
L
R
We do not consider this connection, having two such oligonucleotides we always pass from the shorter to the
longer one, see item 1a.
(b) Shift = 1.
L
R
Here L always has temperatureT+ 2, R — temperatureT, and R is always one nucleotide shorter than L.
R is contained in L and in order to avoid negative errors in the solution, we introduce the arc from L to R and
forbid the possibility of leaving L or entering R in any other way.
All above rules constitute step (2) of the algorithm. 
4. Conclusions
Several variants of the isothermic DNA sequencing by hybridization problem have the same computational com-
plexity as their traditional versions (with oligonucleotides of equal lengths). However, the hybridization experiment
with isothermic libraries could produce fewer errors in the sequencing data (caused both by biochemical experiment
and by repetitions) than the traditional one [9], what would lead to solutions more similar to original sequences. Thus,
the isothermic DNA sequencing has an advantage over its traditional counterpart.
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